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“The subconscious mind is not simply a kind of deep-seat repository of sunken memories and atavistic desires, but of forces
that can, under certain circumstances, manifest themselves in
the physical world with a power that goes beyond anything the
conscious mind can command.”
Phoebe Payne
Man’s Latent Powers
“When people disengage from the mental processes associated with their waking life, a vital capacity to transfer information from one person to another is free to express itself in
dreams.”
Elizabeth Lloyd Mayor
Extraordinary Knowing
“Most people have the ability to describe and experience
events and places that are blocked from ordinary perception.”
Russel Targ
Limitless Mind
“Most people possess magical faculties. Most people are,
fortunately, unaware of it.”
Colin Wilson
The Occult
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Prologue
October 1996

T

his improbable but not impossible story is not my own. A
writer must from time to time allow himself the liberty of
borrowing from other people’s experiences. The story is the
result of a chance meeting in a Swiss mountain hut a few years
ago. I believe it to be true, although it happened a long time ago
during the Second World War. But since some famous person
once said that anyone who identifies himself with his own beliefs
is probably unbalanced, I leave the reader to draw his own conclusions. Personally I have always been somewhat attracted to a
reasonable degree of unbalance.
I met George Ghikas in Switzerland, half way up a mountain
in the Valaisan Alps. At the time I was in the habit of spending
several weeks every year somewhere in the Alps, indulging in my
near-mania for long exhausting hikes. Altitude can have a therapeutic effect on the soul as well as the body. I won’t go so far as to
pretend that I sought salvation by lifting up mine eyes to the hills,
but it did keep my dormant but unvanquished British asthma in
check and gave me a welcome breather between books, during
that taxing transitory period with one novel out of the way and
the next in a state of speculative gestation.
Half way up the track to an alpine hut above the Val Ferret,
another hiker began to catch me up. I was a little surprised to real-
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ize that he was walking even faster than me and with that regular
metronomic stride of someone born in the mountains. I took him
to be a guide having a day off or the guardian of the hut, although
the first sprinkling of November frost had already signaled that
long winter solitude, when the unguarded huts hibernate below
an increasing accumulation of wind-driven snow.
We exchanged a briefly grunted word of greeting and then he
was gone on ahead. I was even more surprised to notice on closer
inspection that he was probably well over sixty, hair completely
white, his face burnt by innumerable summer suns. I watched his
tall frame receding, silhouetted against the grey fractured mass
of the Glacier de l’A Neuve. Higher still towered the ragged cloudtorn summit ridge of the Tour Noir on the French frontier. I continued at my own pace, oblivious to all but the miraculous beauty
of the rock-strewn slopes, tumbling away at a giddy angle to the
velvet green valley with its doll’s-house chalets dotted whimsically on both sides of the foaming torrent. I reached the hut,
perched on a gaunt granite spur, accessible only after a scramble
up a steep fissure with the help of a chain. My walking companion was on the paved terrace chopping wood for the stove. In halting French I volunteered to lend him a hand. He replied in perfect
English without a trace of an accent.
“You’re a long way from home,” I remarked.
“Actually I almost belong here.” He grinned. “I’ve got Swiss
cousins in Martigny. That’s home when I’m away from England.
My Cretan grandfather fled to England in 1896, where he met and
married a Swiss girl there a year later. In our family we speak an
alarming mixture of English, Greek and French. In fact, I tend to
speak Greek with my father, French with my mother and English
with my two sisters.”
We lit a fire in the cast iron stove. It smoked abominably at
first and we had to open all the windows. The sun sank behind
the western ridge of the Tour Noir, but over in the east, two misty
mountain ranges away, the Grand Combin rose pink and sundrenched still under its fragile plume of foehn cloud. The winding track at our feet, plunged now in deepening shadow, remained
empty. We could expect no other arrivals at this late hour.
We lit two rather dejected candles, which sputtered sporadically but gave just enough light to allow us to survey the water
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heating on the stove, and drew up a wooden bench before the
open grate.
“When you are old and grey and stooping by the fire,” he
murmured. “I taught English literature for forty years,” He
smiled wistfully, “and Greek for the few who wanted to learn it.”
I realized that he was probably even older than I first thought.
The sprightliness of his gait had fooled me. In the candlelight
I noticed the lines on his deeply-tanned face. Only his blue eyes
retained an almost magnetic sense of youthfulness. At our knees
the dry white pine logs cracked and spat, scattering incandescent
sparks over the stone floor. The chimney flue hissed with heat.
At last the tea water began to boil in the battered tin pan. Half an
hour later we sat facing each other across the worn wooden table,
enjoying a simple supper of soup, sausage and lentils. During the
conversation I discovered that his grandfather, Spiros Ghikas,
had left Crete at the age of fifteen during the uprising against the
Turks in Chania, when thousands of Cretans had taken refuge
on English warships. He had ended up in Rickmansworth of all
places and eventually married his Swiss girl there. He didn’t say
what a Swiss girl was doing in Rickmansworth. I suppose she
was in service in some posh country house. It was quite the thing
at the turn of the century to have Swiss housemaids. The newlyweds had opened a modest grocery store, selling Greek specialties. It was successful enough to send their son to one of the better
state schools in the area, after which he started work in a realty
agency and eventually rose to become one of the partners. My
companion himself, a second generation British citizen, had won
a scholarship to Oxford and become a teacher.
For a while we sat in silence, listening to the wind rattle the
roof sheathing. We had left the window slightly open and all
round the hut torrents crashed and tumbled from invisible glaciers with a muffled roar. From time to time choughs landed on
the iron roof and their claws scratched as they strutted along the
centre ridge uttering their loud weird trills. The wind, whipping
the walls and chimney, made the fire in the stove shudder.
“I suppose you don’t believe in ghosts,” he said suddenly.
“I’m open to persuasion” I replied evasively. Experience has
taught me that understanding can seldom come through resistance. George rubbed his eyes. By now we had introduced each
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other.
“Well, I actually knew a ghost,” he continued. “Oh, I don’t suppose you’d really call her a ghost. More of a revenant perhaps”, he
added. “It’s so long ago now. 1941. Samaria on the south coast of
Crete; a time when time seemed to stop for a couple of years. They
say you can never discover the new if you are burdened with the
old. But sometimes the past becomes more vividly alive than the
present can ever be. The whole Cretan episode reminds me of
some lines of Dylan Thomas. Perhaps you know them. ‘Time held
me green and dying, though I sang in my chains like the sea.’” Of
course, I knew the poem, but I had no way of following him into
a world I already suspected beyond my woefully conventional
beliefs and experiences.
Because of his fluent Greek and his Cretan origins, at the outbreak of war George had been enlisted in the British expeditionary force sent to Athens in accordance with the 1939 treaty guaranteeing Greece’s frontiers. He was then nineteen and had been
one year up at Oxford.
“Shortly after the German invasion of Crete I found myself in
the mountains of south west Crete, trying to establish some sort
of cohesion among the lawless village clans, with a view to coordinating a potential resistance movement. Nobody doubted that
sooner or later we would return and boot the Germans out. I fell
in love with the Cretan mountains. I’ve always had this strange
idea that if you surrounded yourself with beauty, you should inevitably become beautiful. Not physically, of course, but that your
soul might acquire a sort of serenity. It fitted well with those pinestudded peaks, overlooking the Libyan Sea, when the meltemi
whips it into a dark blue frenzy of whirling gusts, so violent that
even the fishermen dare not put to sea. I realized that I was waiting for something to happen. I guess you think I’m pretty odd.
Because I know that when we wait for something too hard, we
only find a self-projection of what we unconsciously desire, but
never the something itself.
Anyway, to cut a long story short, in that summer of 1939, still
in England, I began to dream. Not nightmares. Only the way the
dream reoccurred night after night might be called nightmarish.
It certainly haunted me. For nine months I was haunted. It was always the same dream of a girl. Enigmatic as the dream itself, she
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fitted in nowhere, was no one I knew or had ever known. Probably
not more than fourteen, she had short black hair, thick tight black
curls that framed her impish face — naughtily provocative. Darkskinned, her perfectly white teeth gleamed between parted lips
as she danced, a strange leaping dance, like the dance of courting
cranes. She was crowned with an intricate chaplet of woven flowers. Just above her brow shone a round disc, a sort of mirror or
the bright face of the moon. She wore a black mantel slung across
her slender body from the right hip to the left shoulder, where it
was held in a knot resembling the brass boss of an ancient shield.
Her right breast was bare and the mantel fell in numerous folds
below her knee. The hem was sewn thickly with glittering stars.
In the middle below her breasts beamed a full and fiery moon. In
her right hand she held a bronze rattle, its narrow rim curved like
a sword belt. A boat-shaped disc swung from her left hand. Along
the upper surface of the handle an asp with puffed throat writhed
ready to strike.” He paused and smiled wistfully.
“Isn’t that strange now? After all those years I still remember
every detail.” I began to wonder if this were not all a case of adolescent fantasizing, a Freudian hang-up on teenage schoolgirls. I
sipped my hot tea and coughed.
“And you really had no idea who the girl was?” I asked, trying
to sound interested.
“Not then,” he answered cryptically.
“Sounds like pretty good material for a book,” I remarked.
“Are you a writer then?” I nodded. The fire in the stove had
died down to a glowing mass of ashen embers. A sudden chill
had invaded the room. We put on jackets and stepped outside
onto the terrace. A full moon sailed cloud-besieged over the silver
summits. Imperceptibly the glacier torrents and cascades were
subsiding into nocturnal silence as they froze. We sat on the low
stone parapet and dangled our feet and marveled at the moon’s
majesty. I realized that George was talking again.
“After a while I began trying to localize where my dream
girl danced. It was always the same place, at the mouth of a deep
gorge full of palm trees and waving pale-plumed reeds. I seemed
to hear the continuous booming of surf breaking on some distant
reef or sand bar. There was a stream there too, flowing among
very white water-smoothed boulders in a grove of swaying palm
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trees.”
“Sounds like paradise,” I remarked.
“Or the Garden of Eden. I wouldn’t have been surprised if
Eve had stepped out of the reeds and offered me an apple.” He
laughed.
“Didn’t you try and find out anything about the dream?” I
wondered.
“Yes, I did,” he said. “I got hold of the address of a medium
in Bayswater, a strange old bird, thin as a rake. I turned up at his
rooms one grey afternoon. He just motioned to me to sit down opposite him at his desk. I knew that if I wanted to find out anything
at all, I shouldn’t give him a lead, but allow him to discover my
secret, if he could. Without any conversation, he began doodling
on a piece of paper, silently bent over the desk, looking up at me
from time to time. Finally he slid the paper over the table.
“There’s your problem, isn’t it?” he said, visibly satisfied at
my surprise, although he must have been expecting it. From the
paper on the desk my illusive fantasy fey gazed up at me with the
same impish smile on her lips.”
“Didn’t he give you any explanation” I asked. I remembered
that George had said that he had known a ghost, not just seen one.
There was perhaps material here for a book after all. Outside the
night wind rattled the iron roof and the choughs whistled and far
below in the valley the unfrozen stream rumbled and roared in
its muffled sleep. George sighed.
“He repeated one sentence several times: ‘The mind has no
relationship with the things that are not of its own origin’. I came
to realize much later, too late probably, that to follow this truth, I
would have to detach my mind from all belief, all hope of success
or fear of failure. Hope nothing. Fear nothing. But he did ask me
more questions and I recalled details that made him sit up. I remembered that where the stream spilled out of the gorge and the
palm trees, it formed a sort of fan-shaped gravel flat. It was here
she danced and behind her, almost hidden by the waving reeds,
so that I hadn’t noticed it at first, was a stone building. Through
the open door I could see what looked like a massive stone table,
like an altar, surmounted by two very imposing spiral horns” The
medium had made a note on his pad.
“Most interesting,” he mused. “A horned altar with this charm-
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ing girl dancing before it. Most probably the Dokâna. That’s the
gateway to the next world, you know. The dance itself was nine
steps and a leap, did you say?” George nodded. Nine steps and a
leap. How often had he counted them? Like the insomniac counting sheep. The medium leaned forward.
“A similar Crane Dance was performed by Artemesian priestesses in Minoan Crete over three thousand years ago,” he explained. “The dance represented circles coiling and uncoiling in
the labyrinth, imitating the love dance of courting cranes. Cranes
were sacred to Artemis, as you probably know.”
“I didn’t understand much of what he was trying to explain.
According to him the universe is made up of waves and vibrations floating around. Some people can pick up these vibrations
like a radio picks up waves broadcast over the ether. I had perhaps
tuned in to something or somebody from a far distant past.”
The November night was getting cold and I shivered so we
returned to the hut. The shadows of the flickering candle danced
across the black-beamed ceiling.
“Didn’t he give you any idea how to put an end to the dream?
I asked. George shrugged. “He merely said that it was pointless
looking for a solution. How did he put it? All search is an evasion
of the real problem.”
“That’s not very constructive.” I suggested.
“Hardly. I didn’t even know then what the real problem was.
He did say, however, that he thought something quite dramatic
would happen to end my dreams. Until then, I should have to live
with them.”
“And was he right?”
“Oh, yes. But that’s another story, the real story. If you were
serious about it making a good book and you don’t mind staying
up most of the night…” Well, I’d just finished a novel and had
nothing much in mind for the next. I had a feeling that the real
story, as he put it, was going to be worth writing, so I agreed to
hear his tale. We soon had a good fire roaring in the stove and
plenty of pine logs piled nearby to keep it going.
Many hours later I slipped into my sleeping bag and lay on my
back listening to the wind whining under the eaves. Each time I
shut my eyes and turned over onto my side to seek sleep, I seemed
to see the raven-haired Greek girl in the Minoan temple. I clearly
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saw the square stone building with rough slabs of rock on the
roof and through the open door in a separate chamber beside the
altar room, there seemed to be a sort of life-sized painted idol in
the central chamber and the girl was dancing, dancing, dancing
in front of it: nine steps and a leap, nine steps and a leap.
***
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